CHEMISTRY
30: Thermo-dy-whatchamacall-your-namics
The word thermodynamic comes from two Greek words: therme, which means heat (as in thermometer), and dunamos, which (in this case) relates to change. Dynamic is the opposite of static. If
something is static, it doesn’t change, but if it’s dynamic, there is never a dull moment; it’s always
changing. Thermodynamics, then, is the study of “heat change.”
Let me explain: We
have already said, time and
time again, that systems always tend toward their state
of lowest potential energy.
People stick to the ground
because it is the low-potential-energy place to be when
gravity is pulling on them.
You would have to do work
to pull them up in the air.
If you let go, they would
go right back to their lowpotential place. That is, they
would crash.
Similarly, chemical
reactions take place because
the products are low-potential-energy combinations of
atoms. Just as masses held
above the Earth give up
potential energy when they
are dropped, chemicals also
give up potential energy
when they undergo change
to a condition of lower potential energy. When chemicals undergo a change like
F ro m w h e re S t a c e y
is sitting there is only
one way to go—down!
Chemical reactions take
place only if the products
are at a lower energy
level than the reactants.
To the chemicals, that’s
down.
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this, their kinetic energy is released in the form of heat. So then, if we measure the heat change that
takes place during a reaction, we will learn how much potential energy was given up during that reaction.
You can look at an object and tell how much potential energy is stored up in it by its distance
from the earth. Unfortunately, we can’t do that with chemicals. Instead, we measure the heat changes

When oxygen and hydrogen are placed together they tend to react to form water. Of course, this
reaction can be made to proceed in the opposite direction. That is, water can be split into hydrogen
and oxygen, but this requires an input of energy. The apparatus shown in this diagram is designed to
split water into its components by adding electrical energy.

which take place during reactions. By these heat changes we can tell how much potential energy is
being released when chemicals react. Thermodynamics is the study of the heat changes—energy
changes—during chemical reactions. By this study we can predict whether or not a reaction will take
place without having to add energy.
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There are many reactions that just happen on their own when two chemicals are brought into
contact with each other. These reactions are like the person falling to the ground. They are going from
their high potential to their low potential, and they just happen naturally because of the forces that pull
those particular atoms together. We call them spontaneous reactions.
If we want to force those chemicals to end up in a different arrangement than the one of lowest
potential energy, we have to add energy because work is needed to keep these favored compounds
apart. Energy can easily be added to the system by applying heat, light or electricity. By doing this, we
can drive reactions to get results that we wouldn’t otherwise get. Of course, the more energy we have
to apply, the more expensive it will be to make those products.

Exercises:
1. Which of the following are spontaneous?
a. falling to the ground after stepping out of a flying airplane
b. two north poles of magnets coming together
c. charging a battery
d. KCl + H2O + electricity  KOH + HCl
e. KOH + HCl  KCl + H2O + heat
2. Reactions happen spontaneously when they act in the direction of forces.
If they have to go against forces, they will require energy, so they are
non-spontaneous. In each of the non-spontaneous actions below, tell
what force is being acted against (gravitational, electromagnetic, or
nuclear).
a. a ball being thrown upward
b. pulling apart two magnets that are stuck together
c. charging a battery
d. KCl + H2O + electricity  KOH + HCl
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